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Policy and innovation go hand in hand. #5GfutureSM

Innovation has to be in policy. It has to have everything built in from security and risk management to competition.

- Mohammad Madani, VP of Huawei’s Global Wireless & Cloud Core Networks Solutions

ICT’s contributions to keeping people safe & saving lives during the pandemic have been monumental. Find out more about its social value & the various innovative applications at Huawei’s #BWS20 summit. Stay tuned for details.

tinyurl.com/ysow6mo
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HOW ICT IS COMBATING THE SPREAD OF COVID-19

Huawei is not afraid of any roadblocks thrown its way. Every challenge is an opportunity to learn and innovate. This spirit has led us to where we are today.

#WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/y87bsbx3

Described as “one of the most sporty smartwatches out there,” read in @gizmodo how the Huawei Watch GT2’s exceeded expectations.

tinyurl.com/WN7yTe

How are you taking care of yourself today? How about using your #WatchGT to hit that step goal.

#SelfCareDay
Seek and sporty, the l-kjawei rvVschGTJe't unbeatable batter/ life and fast charging can keep up with the treat active user Read mere an
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South Africa will leverage on digital technologies to forge a stronger economy. Find out how from Minister of Communications and Digital Technologies Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams. Join Huawei's #WBS summit from July 27-30 tinyurl.com/bkzn39

Another #TechTuesday? This one is going down at 4pm ET on 7/28. Share your questions about how technology is transforming the healthcare industry and our own #TechTuesday Q&A will be sharing answers right here! #Ask华为USA

There is much value to diversity. Hear from @HuaweiCanada CISO Olivia Zaterzalo as she encourages women to speak up and lend their voices to create a safer place for all. #Tech4Her tinyurl.com/y7axp7eq

It's not women versus men. We are here to collaborate and help us move forward.
Olivia Zaterzalo
Chief Security Officer
Huawei Canada
Need tech that enables you to unlock your full potential? Learn why @GossedIE calls the Huawei MatePixPro a “productivity beast.”

Huawei USA @HuaweiUSA 20h
Learn how HuaweiThemes brings ActinTech to life by letting 6,000 creators connect with over 400 million users & make a living money bag. #WhoisHuawei

IT has the power to expand a child’s world and future. #Tech4All

VR is my fav
Unified global standards will drive 5G deployment and efficiency. See Huawei's role in this. #WeAreHuawei https://tinyurl.com/ycecel52

Our current unified 5G standards are the result of ten years of hard work from hundreds of thousands of scientists and engineers around the world.

Ren Zhengfei
Founder and CEO of Huawei Technologies

Source: TIME Magazine

Taking care of yourself has never been so easy, thanks to the #WatchGT. #SelfCareDay

Custom Workout Mode
- Rock Climbing

What's your phone background? Have you ever thought that you're carrying art in your pocket?

Cai Jinping
Director of Huawei Consumer Cloud Service Picture Product Dept

Hi everyone, I'm Cai Jinping from Huawei Themes
On the hunt for a new smartwatch? Look no further than Huawei's #WatchGT2e. 9to5Google breaks down all you need to know about the device. https://tinyurl.com/y86d5e

The #MatePadPro is a killer laptop that can greatly boost your productivity. Read Goosed's full review. https://tinyurl.com/ycz4u4zq

What's it like working at Huawei? Follow Karina as she takes you on a tour of our Oxhorn Campus in stunning DongGuan. #WeAreHuawei
Hear five women leaders discuss the value of women's representation in the cybersecurity industry. #TrustInTech
[https://tinyurl.com/y73sj7mq](https://tinyurl.com/y73sj7mq)

“
It's not women versus men. We are here to collaborate and help us move forward.

Olivera Zatezalo
Chief Security Officer
Huawei Canada

Women Leading the Way in Cybersecurity
#TrustInTech

Another #TechTuesday? This one is going down at 4pm ET on 7/28. Share your questions about how technology is transforming the healthcare industry and our own #TimDanks will be sharing answers on @HuaweiUSA on Twitter. #AskHuaweiUSA
[https://tinyurl.com/y6uu6uyp](https://tinyurl.com/y6uu6uyp)

HEALTHCARE TRANSFORMATION Q&A

with Tim Danks
VP, Risk Management & Partner Relations at Huawei USA
Tuesday, July 28, at 2 p.m. ET
#TECHTUESDAYQ&A

Experience the Alpine glaciers like never before, all captured with the #Mate30Pro.